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The History of  Sustainability
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Phase One- How it Began

An un-Sustainable Past: 1872-1898

Auburndale, WI and Stratford, WI were company towns.  The business

plan was fairly basic and it was also short sighted.

Laona, WI- Is where W.D. Connor decided to make a real difference.

Purchased Timber in 1898

Complete Mill in 1902

Since then, 105 years later, we’ve sawn over 1 billion board feet of  lumber and the 

site would produce more than 800,000,000 square feet of  hardwood flooring.  Yet 

today, there is more standing timber than there was in the original cruise data 

from 1898.



Phase Two- Adaptation

The Early Years: 1904-1934

Why early logging methods weren’t conducive to 

sustainable timber management:

1. Logging Camps

2. Transportation

Some of  the early attempts meant cutting 70% of  the basil area.  Still,

it was these attempts and the willingness to invest in the future that

was unique.



Phase Three- Practice

The Early Years: The Depression then 1940s-1970s

Major factors that led to success:

1. Talent was available because of  the depression

2. Logging by truck changed it all



Phase Four- Recognition

The Decimation of  the Rainforest: 1995-1998

Creation of  Forest Stewardship Council- FSC™

Creation of  the Sustainable Forestry Initiative- SFI™

Then:

Embraced because it was sensible

Does the best job training and educating contractors

Now:

Too Much “Green Washing”

Then:

Sigurd Olsen Institute

Fighting Over the management of  the Federal Forest

Now:

Today Have Embraced and Promote it



Phase Five- The Future

Consumers Decide: Today- Tomorrow

The importance for the future is that those few of  us that are practicing

and promoting sustainable timber management be recognized and

compensated for our effort in the market place.

Two of  our three operating companies are are FSC™ Certified. 

We received the SOLEC Award for our contribution to the Eco-system

of  the Great lakes. 



The Greatest Threat to Sustainability:

Unintended Consequences



The resource that is most threatened today is Private Wilderness

What is Private Wilderness?

Industrial Forest Land: 25-500,000 acres

Large Private Land owners: 10-100,000 acres

Small to Mid-size Landowners: 1-5,000 acres

Within that, what are the Different Types?

REITs

TIMOs

Last of  the Independents: Wisconsin Timber Associates

Unintended Consequence:

By myopically focusing on shutting down our national forests to timber

management the environmental movement created environmental disaster.



What has caused this threat?

Escalating Timber Values
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Escalating Timber Values created a fat margin whereby profiteers could cut

and run- to disastrous effect.  The reality is timber cannot be bought on margin

and must be purchased with cash because you cannot cut the timber fast enough

to pay the interest – i.e. holding cost.



What has caused this escalation?

Reduction in the timber harvesting on our Public Lands



What is the best hedge against the destruction of  private wilderness

in the future?

Opening up Federal Forests to Timber Harvesting

Why is this so:

Decrease the price of  timberland- make cut and run less tenable

Decrease the price of  timberland- make it possible for

small to midsize landowners to pass down private wilderness

to future generations.



You cannot manage timber from a computer:

Management techniques that threaten the future of  our forests:

Other idiotic theories:

Shelter Wood Cuts

Clearing Out the Poll Trees

Promoting Small Diameter Harvesting

Boundary  Waters, Minnesota



Getting Sustainable by Changing our Perspective

Changing the Perspective



It is imperative that we change the discourse and conversation.  In reality, our

philosophy and attitude is in congress with groups like the Nature Conservancy.

We want to hold and manage timber land for the “far distant horizon”- the next

five generations.

The following is a speech that I gave to the on Arbor Day some 7-8 years ago.

However, I believe the sentiment as much today as I did then and believe it is

the kind of  conversation we, industry and environmentalist alike, 

must continue in order to met common goals and objectives:

we aren’t that far apart.








